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CAPTAINS BLOG

BAC PLAYERS SPOTTED ON TV

I’ve dragged myself away from compiling the
Christmas Party Quiz as this month’s blog is the
perfect opportunity to remind (and warn) you
of the horrors that can result from drinking with
BAC. A few weeks back some of you may recall
attending “Beezy’s Big Night Out” - for those that
didn’t make it (and those that have chosen not to
remember) here’s a little report.

What do we really know about
our fellow team mates?? What do
they do when they are not playing
hockey? It has recently come to my
attention that many BAC players
both past and present can be seen
on tv!!

The BAC Limo dropped me off at around 8pm and Is that ginger beer?
I ventured in to find the party had very much begun. More disturbing was the fact
that most of the “ladies” present were sporting moustaches. Now I did “Movember”
last year (and despite appearances managed to avoid joining the sex-offender
register) so I’m aware of it’s connection in funding research into “Men’s problems”.
However it rapidly became clear that when BAC ladies don moustaches, rather
than encouraging testicular research it actually
causes them to GO nuts. Fortunately I was not
the only unfortunate male caught in the crossfire
as Chris V (aka Twit-2) was also in attendance, so
we kept our heads down and hoped for the best.
In the end it turned out to be a most convivial
evening. No doubt profits are up at the bar in
question, but other lessons were learned. One
of the most astonishing facts to emerge is that
Sophie (our oh-so-shy Second Team Captain) is
Kay hoped nobody noticed she trumped...
not necessarily the least demure of the Newton
Sisters. I have a number of truly incriminating
photos of the evening, but I will save those for a
special occasion.

The old sniﬀ my ﬁnger joke never fails...

Spotted players are:

Fran Lennard
Strictly come dancing

So back to the quiz I go. I hope you’re all
brushing up on interesting facts in preparation,
so make sure you’ve got yourselves into teams
in advance. Fortunately for some there’s no kit
requirement (apart from a christmas jumper)
for the quiz so there’s little danger of turning up
with the wrong socks.
Liz Gaze
Top of the Pops 2

CHRISTMAS DO
A quick reminder that the hockey Christmas do is on
Saturday 15th December at the Parkway (where we have
teas)!!
There is a rmour of a disco so get ready for a dance off, I hear
Tapper is quite the break dancer.
DO NOT FORGET the CHRISTMAS JUMPER dress code....
Hammy has her’s, do you have your’s?
If you have not paid yet please see Katie W , Beezy, Liz or
Lisa!!
Fire Hazard!!!

Natalie Eccles
NCIS

NOVEMBER RESULTS

COMMENT OF THE MONTH
Well, we are a bit thin on the ground on comments of the month this
month; this is due to Lisa taking a vow of silence.
But I have this and it is in keeping(ish) with the theme. Let me set the
scene Katie Wooller joined the 1st team
in February; on her first game she had
the wrong socks and no skirt. After
that she declared that she took all kit,
including all socks, with her to every
game. However a few weeks ago, Katie
got the sock colour wrong again (getting
her the dick of the day award) despite
carting around all that kit. The following
week, she showed Captain Tinny & Miami
Vice Sally, that she now has all colour
socks and will be prepared, which is
great, but all Tinny & Sally could see was Say cheeeese!!
that Katie Wooller has her name sewn in her socks! Bless.

Date

Match

Score

3 Nov

BAC v Leominster

W5-2

Westberries 3 v BAC 2

D3-3

Wootton Bassett v BAC

D3-3

BAC 2 v Westberries 4

W3-2

BAC v Cheltenham CS

W3-2

Lydney 3 v BAC 2

W2-4

Firbrands v BAC

W0-4

BAC2 v Clifton 4

L1-2

10 Nov

17 Nov

24 Nov

DECEMBER FIXTURES
Date

Match

Venue

If you hear your team mates say something that is worthy of publically
humiliating them, then please let me know!

2 Dec

BAC v Yate 2

10:30 @ Home

Old Bristolians 3 v BAC 2

11:00 @ Stirratt Pitch

NEW TWIT!

8 Dec

BAC2 v Thornbury 2

10:30 @ Home

Our popularity on Twitter is increasing, even
our oppositions are re tweeting and looking
forward to the live feeds!!
We also have a new Tweeter Chirs Verrell who
can be seen standing in all weather conditions
to give us live tweets from the 2nd Team
matches as Andrew does for the 1st Team.
Keep up the good work boys!!

EXTRA EXTRA....READ ALL ABOUT IT!!
Yes, BAC 1s made it to the broadsheets* !!
It would appear that the reporter is a Clevedon fan
and used his artistic licence, the 1st team remember
it differently!!

A gameshow is missing its host

STILL THE BEST
We are still hosting the best teas!! Although, the 2nd team
have reported that Lydney 2 are a serious
contender with their offering of Sausage
Casserole chips and bread...mmmmm!! West
berries 3rd are not the worst, but maybe the
oddest, they served the 2nd’s up little pink
bottom holes.(thanks to Coxy for proving the
point)!
*ok maybe the Cleevdon Mercury, but stilll.....

The recent offerings from The Parkway have
been big slices of pizza and those *sallyvates*
delightful wedges!! Yum!
There was a rumour that Ceri had stale cheese
on her jacket pot and beans, but we have
ignored it and called it stilton.

IN NEXT MONTH’S ISSUE
BAC Christmas do gossip!
Who made Santa’s naughty or nice list?
There are no words..

Please keep me updated with the best and the worst with
photos.

Christmas puzzle fun!!

If you have anything you would like to add to the
next newsletter please let me know by the 18th
December - e mail - sallygappy78@live.co.uk

Follow us on

BAC Ladies Hockey Club

@BACLHC

